2017 Cards & Ornaments Stone Gallery Studios custom designed cards are made
just for your family to share with all the special people in your life! Use your favorite images to
create a one-of a kind Card. Your card includes image enhancement for the BEST

image quality! Custom designed cards come in a variety of sizes and finishes, with a creative edge! Envelopes are
included, delivered/shipped right to your home. Let us make your already amazing pictures into a mini piece of art!
View the options below, then fill out the Idea Order form and we will begin! You will receive a digital proof for your
approval and an invoice for payment. Cards are not ordered directly through our on-line cart due to the extreme
custom work performed! All the same payments types apply! Ask for more details and descriptions.

SINGLE FULLY ENHANCED DIGITAL IMAGE EMAILED

$60

Cards that turn into Gifts!
Magnet Cards
CARD SIZE
25 (minimum)

50

75

100

4x6
5x7

$94
$102

$132
$140

$172
$180

$60
$68

CHOOSE: Square or Rounded Corners

ADD: $25 FOR DESIGN, HANDLING & DELIVERY

Printed on eco-friendly, non-rubber press paper
with a magnetic backing (single side printing only.
These cards stick around for a while!
White envelopes Included!

ADD $10 for each image over 3 total
Cut Edge Cards
6 SHAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
CARD SIZE
25 (minimum) 50
75
100

5x5
5x7

$60
$65

$110
$115

$160
$165

$200
$205

CHOOSE: Paper Finish: Semi Gloss, Matte, Linen or Pearl

ADD: $35 FOR DESIGN, HANDLING & DELIVERY
ADD: $10 for each image over 3 total
ADD: $25 Red String on Cut Edge Cards for ornaments

A

B

C

Double Sided Flat Cards
CARD SIZE
25 (minimum)

50

75

4.5 x 5.5
5x5 & 5x7
4x8

$65
$75
$85

$95
$105
$115

$35
$45
$55

Just order 25 for extra special gifts!
White envelopes Included! 5x5 is extra postage.

D

Matte Finish
100

$115
$125
$135

ADD: PAPER FINSH: Linen or Pearl at $5 per 25

ADD: $35 FOR DESIGN, HANDLING & DELIVERY
ADD $10 for each image over 3 total

Printed both sides the Cut Edge Cards represent a
unique detail you want to deliver! The cards allow
for keepsakes and make into beautiful ornaments
by adding a string! Year after year your images
will bring back warm memories!

E

F

These cards are family favorites because you can
print both sides! Unlike traditional template
cards, there is MORE room for full color images
and personalizes sentiments. Choose a family
portrait on one side and the kids on the other.
This card turns into a keepsake gift for all!
White envelopes Included! 5x5 is extra postage.

Single Sided Photo Cards
CARD SIZE
25 (minimum)

50

75

100

4x6
4x8
5x7

$45
$50
$60

$65
$70
$80

$85
$90
$100

$25
$30
$40

Printed on one side photo luster paper

ADD: $25 FOR DESIGN, HANDLING & DELIVERY

These cards are printed on one side of photographic
paper. Print information on back. Completely custom

styled with an economical price. Color, Metallic or
Black and white…………or both!
White envelopes Included!

ADD: Metallic Paper Finish $6 per 25
ADD $10 for each image over 3 total
Foil Embossed Cards
CARD SIZE
25 (minimum)

50

75

5x7

$110

$160

$60

Two sides
100

$200

CHOOSE: Square or Rounded Corners

ADD: $35 FOR DESIGN, HANDLING & DELIVERY
ADD $10 for each image over 3 total

One side is foil embossed that give that extra
special holiday magic. Cards are stamped with
Black, Gold, Opal, Red, Rose Gold, or Silver foil in a
variety of greetings and patterns. These cards
stand out and send extra warmth this season.
White envelopes Included!

Classic Folded Cards
CARD SIZE
25 (minimum)

Matte Finish Printed on ALL 4 sides making this classic card a
spectacular presentation! Include a unique design
50
75
100
5x5 & 5x7 $60
$110 $160 $200 such as panos (full spread layout) for MORE than
just a card to give, it sharing your precious
ADD: PAPER FINSH: Linen or Pearl at $5 per 25
moments!

ADD: $45 FOR DESIGN, HANDLING & DELIVERY
ADD $10 for each image over 3 total

Remember when we hand signed our cards?
There is space for that!
White envelopes Included! 5x5 requires extra
postage

Holiday Ornaments
Porcelain
$25
CHOOSE: shape
3” delicate 2 sided with gold
string. Add names & year!

PERFECT COMPLIMENTS TO YOUR IMAGES
Aluminum
$25
CHOOSE: shape
Approx. 2” two sided shaped with
red ribbon. Add words!

Metal Shape
$30
CHOOSE: shape
Approx. 3” two sided gloss finish
with red ribbon. Custom text

